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Preface 
 

Reflecting on Our Past to Build a Better Future is a report on two workshops led by Jan Schmidt on September 

14, 2022 (in-person) and October 6, 2022 (by Zoom). The workshops included a presentation and discussion of a 

narrative of a conflict at First Unitarian Universalist Church of Winnipeg, which roughly coincided with the Covid 

lockdown, but with earlier roots and continuing impacts. The report exists in two versions. 

The Full Report contains Jan’s complete slide presentation narrating the conflict, based on documents reviewed 

and interviews with key players. It also contains a compiled transcript of recorded comments by workshop 

participants in response to Jan’s narrative. It is 52 pages long. 

The Take-Aways version omits Jan’s narrative and detailed transcript and keeps only Jan’s comments and advice 

and a two-page summary of participants’ responses to the narrative – their feelings evoked and their 

recommended actions to move forward and heal. It is 15 pages long. 

If you did not participate in a workshop and wish to understand the unfolding of the conflict in our congregation 

or if you wish to review it, read the Full Report. 

If you are looking for “lessons learned” and advice for healing, moving forward, and preventing such prolonged 

conflicts in the future, read the Take-Aways version. 
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MEMO  

Date: December 2022 

To:  Members at First Unitarian Universalist Church of Winnipeg (UUC) 

From: Janet Schmidt, Mediator, Trainer, Facilitator 

Re:  The Shared Narrative 

In June 2022 the Executive asked me to create a shared narrative in preparation for sharing the information with 

the congregants at UUC.  This memo will have two other documents attached, the power point presentation that 

was used during the September 14th, 2022 in-person presentation and the October 6th, 2022 zoom presentation 

plus the compiled notes and a summary from the two meetings. 

This shared narrative focuses on events from 2020 to summer of 2022.  While the situation was clearly escalating 

prior to the onset of the pandemic in March 2020, I believe that the limitations of face-to-face interactions added 

further challenges to find an early resolution of this situation and to clarify some of the misunderstandings that 

occurred.   

As this situation progressed, people had different access points into the conflict and therefore were coming to 

very different understandings.  The shared narrative was an attempt to understand what happened and why, in 

order to build greater understanding and empathy for all of those involved. 

As in every complex situation, not everything can be included and clarified.  The hope is that enough of the 

details were included to give readers a better understanding of what took place and to stop some of the rumours 

that had grown beyond what actually happened.   
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In my conversations with those most directly involved, they told me their wish was that the church and their 

friends move beyond this event and allow them and the community to heal.  

I would suggest that this memo and the two documents be a members-only document. It contains sensitive 

information about individuals, who, though not named, could easily be identified. My hope is that those reading 

these documents do so to have a fuller understanding of what happened, learn from the narrative, and hold 

compassion for all who were directly involved. 

Suggestions into the future: 

 That the church work through the suggestions made by congregants and act on some of the ideas.  Most 

conflicts in organizations are due in part to organizational structures and vulnerabilities, it will be important 

for UUC to address the structural issues and build the discipline to continue to do them as board members 

(volunteers) come and go. 

 Continue to live into the Covenant of Right Relations.  It is a wonderful aspirational statement, but 

unfortunately does not happen on its own.  Leaders, members, and congregants need to build their 

capacity to have difficult conversations and there must be a way to hold people accountable when they 

violate the covenant (in a supportive and loving way).  This would include the commitment and discipline to 

support people to deal with conflicts and not participate in gossip.   

Finally, and most importantly, in my work with UUC I met many well meaning and committed people from a 

variety of perspectives.  It was personally inspiring to meet so many caring and committed people.  I truly 

hope that you can get past this event, learn from what occurred and continue to contribute to Winnipeg and 

the broader world.  You do have something important to contribute and we are always stronger united than 

divided. 
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Introduction to a Workshop Towards Understanding Our Conflict 

September 14, 2022 (In Person) & October 6, 2022 (Virtual) 

Introduction By Peter Miller, Executive Member 
 

Hi folks, welcome to our workshop with Janet Schmidt, Towards Understanding Our Conflict.  

This workshop can be traced back to the Shared Ministry Team (SMT) report on a conflict between a board member and 

the church pastor. That report was divided into two parts, Systemic Considerations and the Interpersonal Conflict that 

was referred to SMT. Amongst the many useful systemic recommendations of the report was the need to strengthen 

processes to make effective our Covenant of Right Relations. The report also recommended the engagement of an 

outside professional to mediate the interpersonal conflict.  

Last December 2021, a Handling Conflict Working Group was struck to find ways to implement the SMT 

recommendations We reached out to Janet Schmidt to work with us on the systemic aspects of the SMT 

recommendations. Later the Board asked her to begin mediation efforts on the interpersonal conflict between the 

board member and pastor. 

Janet has been engaged in conflict resolution, mediation, training and facilitating since the mid-1980s. She has been a 

leader and teacher in these endeavours locally and around the world. We are very fortunate to have her working with 

us. 

So far, Janet has delivered 6 workshops and created a manual on handling conflict for us. Recordings and the manual 

are available to members on our website. Our intent was to follow that training with the development of conflict 

resolution processes and a committee to whom folks could go who were facing conflict situation that proved stubborn 

to resolve. That part of the project remains to be done. 

Tonight, Janet will report on the interpersonal conflict that led us down this path. I’ll let Jan take it from here. Over to 

you, Jan. 
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Presented October 6, 2022

By Janet P Schmidt

Reflecting on the Past to Build a Better Future
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Agenda for the Evening

1. Welcome by Paula Keirstead, member of Board and Handling 
Conflict Working Group

2. Providing a Context by Peter Miller, member of Executive and 
Handling Conflict Working Group

3. Sharing of the Narrative – Janet Schmidt

4. Small Group Discussion – Janet Schmidt

 Responses to the report and outstanding questions

 Where to from here

5. Closing by Paula Keirstead, member of Board and Handling 
Conflict Working Group
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The Process for the Narrative Discussion

Part I:  Sharing the Narrative

 A word about conflict

 Who I talked to and information I received.

 Sharing the Narrative

Part II

 Small Group Reflection 

 Questions of Clarification – Large Group

 Small Group Brainstorming on where to from here.
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The Narrative - Sections

 Events leading up to the March 2020 Board of Directors (BOD) 
Meeting

 March 17, 2020 Board of Directors Meeting

 2020 Post the March BOD Meeting

 2021

 2022
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A word about conflict

There are always four parts to a conflict moment.

 What happened (the actual action or event)

 The intention behind the action (why people did what they 
did – what they were hoping to accomplish)

 The impact of the actions on other people either directly 
impacted or who hear about the event.

 The meaning that we create about why people do certain 
things - our speculations and assumptions.  These can be true 
or may not be true.
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Limitations

 This is mostly about the facts – what happened.

 I have included most of the significant events that were 
shared with me.

 Not all events are included in this narrative.  After the March 
2020 Board meeting many things happened that became a 
cascading series of events that escalated the conflict, 
misunderstandings, hurt and harm.

 I only interviewed three people and many others have played 
a role in the situation and how it developed.
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Who was talked to

 Worked with the Executive for guidance and direction -
Marjorie Doyle, Secretary; Peter Miller, Treasurer; Marlene 
Schellenberg President

 Peter Miller and Marlene Schellenberg have provided me with 
documents relevant to the series of events

 Talked with the Former Pastor and Former Treasurer (in 
March 2020) on two different occasions

 The President in March 2020 chose not to participate.
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How to posture yourself as you hear the narrative

 All the people in this story are good, imperfect but good.

 All of you will know some of what I will be sharing – some of 
it will be new.

 Try and put yourself in situation of people who have not been 
part of your circle.

 Listen and notice the bigger picture to get a greater 
understanding of how this all happened.
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courageous conversations

‘What is perceived to be real is real in it’s 
consequences.’ (W. I. Thomas) Perception 

is what reality is made of.

The Narrative
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The Chronology

 Events leading up to the March 2020 BOD Meeting

 March 17, 2020 Board of Directors Meeting

 2020 Post the March BOD Meeting

 2021

 2022
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Pastor

 2017-18: over 11%

 2018-19: over 36%

 2019-20: over 15%

Director of Lifespan Faith 
Development

 2017-18: over 25.2%

 2018-19: under 13.4%

 2019-20: over 13.2%

Professional Development (PD) Budget and Actuals from 2017-2020
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References to People

1. Some people will be named 

2. The Pastor during the time of these events will be referred to 
as the ‘former pastor’

3. The Treasurer during the time of these events will be 
referred to as the ‘former treasurer’

4. The President during this time will be referred to as the 
‘former president’.

5. Some people involved will be referred to as ‘members’
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Events leading up to the March 2020 BOD Meeting

 In 2018 the president and acting treasurer at the time indicates to the 
pastor that 2017/18 PD was somewhat over.  

 In November 2018 a new treasurer (who will be referred to as the former 
treasurer throughout the document) begins.

 In December 2018 the former treasurer talks to the former pastor (during 
this final presentation the pastor was no longer working for UUC) and is 
assured by end of the fiscal year (2018/19) PD will be within budget.  

 In June 2019 the former treasurer talks to the former pastor that their PD 
was over budget in the 2018/19 fiscal year by 35% ($2672).  The former 
pastor assures the former treasurer that by the end of the 2019/2020 the 
2018/19 PD overage will be paid back and they will be within budget.

 December 2019 email from former treasurer to the former pastor 
informing them that they are already over budget for the current fiscal 
year without paying back previous year.
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 Jan 2, 2020 the former pastor thanks the former treasurer and asks 
for details as their records are different.

 Jan 3, 2020 the former treasurer sends list of expenditures.

 Jan 10, 2020 the former treasurer identifies that part of the reason 
for different numbers is how the credit card expenses are recorded.

 Jan 14, 2020 former pastor sends email committing to pay overage 
and suggests any unpaid overage gets immediately added to 2020-
21 fiscal year.  The former pastor asks for the former treasurers 
feedback.

 Jan 14, 2020 the former treasurer responses with ‘sounds like a 
good plan’ (an automatic response generated by his cell phone and 
he is unaware that this was sent).
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 Neither the former pastor nor the former treasurer talks about this 
situation or checks in with each other re the plan.

 The former treasurer focuses on the failing health of his mother in 
fall 2019 and winter 2020.

 The former pastor goes on holidays from February 24-March 6, 
2020

 March 7, 2020 The former treasurer sends the former pastor an 
email saying there is no more room within the PD budget.    The 
former pastor does not respond.

 March 14, 2020 COVID hits and in person events are cancelled.

 The former treasurer prepares a report for BOD identifying some of 
the financial concerns including the overspending of PD by both 
paid staff.  Also makes recommendation to change the way credit 
card expenses are dealt with so allocation is in the year spent.
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How the Financial Reporting Works

 AGM is in May/June with current year’s budget and actuals 
(YTD, not final) and the next fiscal year’s budget shared.

 In Fall a financial meeting with the audited statement and just 
actuals (not budget).

 The system did not give the BOD or the Congregation the 
information for the entire fiscal year’s budget and actuals.  
This has resulted in people not noticing where things are over 
or under spent.
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March 17, 2020 Board of Directors Meeting

 The former pastor had not read the former treasurer’s report prior to the 
meeting.  During the meeting they notice the financial information shared.

 The former pastor begins to add their responses and clarifications to the 
former treasurer’s report on line.

 At some point the former treasurer becomes aware that the former pastor has 
added to his report.

 The former president does not follow normal protocol for the former 
treasurer’s report and the former treasurer is not given an opportunity to 
present the information, instead allowing the former pastor to respond to the 
report.

 The conversation on the financial report becomes tense and escalates.

 During the meeting the former treasurer’s new system of tracking credit card 
expenses to have costs reflected in the year spent is accepted.

 A member of the BOD is asked to mediate between the former pastor and 
former treasurer.
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 The former pastor is upset as they thought they and the 
former treasurer had a plan and did not expect the situation 
to be brought forward to the BOD without them knowing 
about it.  The former pastor agrees that this is something that 
the BOD have a right to know.

 The former treasurer is upset that his report is altered, that 
he was not allowed to present his report and is shocked that 
he would have sent such an email suggesting all was good.

 Both the former treasurer and the former pastor felt like they 
were treated badly during the meeting.

 Other BOD members were also upset by the exchange.
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2020 Post the March BOD Meeting

 The former pastor brings their Good Officer to support them 
during some BOD meetings and afterwards with whom to 
debrief the meetings.

 With COVID and the additional work with the transition to 
zoom etc., the former pastor puts in more over time.

 By the end of April the former pastor is owed 42 days for 
unused vacation, study leave and overtime.

 In May, 2020, the BOD and the former pastor come to an 
agreement that resolves the additional days of work and the 
money owing from the PD account.  This decision of the BOD 
ultimately resolves the outstanding PD amount.  
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Pastor

 2017-18: over 11%

 2018-19: over 36%

 2019-20: over 15%

 2020-21: under 16%

 2021-22 under 15%

Director of Lifespan Faith 
Development

 2017-18: over 25.2%

 2018-19: under 13.4%

 2019-20: over 13.2%

 2020-21: under 2.8%

PD Budget and Actuals from 2017-2022
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 The mediation happens between the former treasurer and the 
former pastor.

 June 2020 a new Treasurer (Peter Miller) takes over and asks the 
former treasurer to continue in a number of responsibilities 
including cheque signing (approved by BOD).

 August 2020 two members ask the BOD to thank and acknowledge 
the former treasurer for his work on capital projects over the years.  

 The former president, sends an email refusing the request due to 
the former treasurer “bullying of church staff and volunteers”

 The conflict continues to escalate, people talk and side taking 
increases, rumours are shared, membership and donations 
continue to decline.
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2021

 Tensions continue to escalate

 In February, the former president asks former treasurer to step down from 
a working group to outline staffing needs due to his out of covenant 
behaviour at the March, 2020 BOD meeting and with the former office 
administrator, now retired.

 In March, 2021 one of the members reaches out to the retired 
administrator regarding the ‘bullying’ allegations re the former treasurer.  
The retired administrator denies having called the former treasurer a bully 
and also identifies the tensions between the former pastor and the former 
treasurer re expenditures.

 In March the two members write to the BOD re their concerns about the 
accusations and treatment of the former treasurer, appending a letter 
from the retired administrator denying that she had been bullied.

 In April, in response to the above letter, the BOD asks the Shared Ministry 
Team (SMT) to review the issues raised in the members’ letter and the 
outstanding conflict.
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 May – August the SMT interviews 11 people and identifies 1) 
systemic challenges and 2) the outstanding interpersonal conflict.

 June – a member sends a letter to the Vice President (also referred 
to in this document as the former president) regarding treatment 
towards the former treasurer.  This letter is not responded to.

 September – in response to the SMT report the BOD sends a joint 
letter to the former pastor, the former treasurer, and the two 
members who had raised concerns and apologizes for the BOD role 
in the conflict.

 October – the two members ask that the BOD not share the SMT 
Report with the congregation.

 October – members of UUC given access to the SMT report plus a 
document called the ‘Response of the BOD to the SMT Report’.
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 October – The former treasurer emails the then current president 
re March 2020 BOD meetings and identifies both his concern about 
the PD overspending at the time and acknowledging “Was I rude 
and disrespectful to (the former pastor) and is that an out of 
covenant behaviour?  Yes on both accounts and I apologize to any 
one who was upset by my outburst at that meeting.”

 Some felt the SMT report was not completely even handed and 
things continued to escalate.

 November - An invitation to the congregation is sent to join a 
working group titled ’Disruptive Behaviour Group’ which eventually 
became the Handling Conflict Working Group (HCWG).  Meetings 
were held on November 26 and December 13.

 Rumours abounded including that the former treasurer was asked 
to be on no committees and that he was asked to leave the church 
(both of which were not true).
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2022

 HCWG asked Janet Schmidt to prepare 6 workshops entitled 
‘Handling Conflict’ (happened between February 12-April 23).

 May - Town Hall meeting to update actions following the SMT 
report and future plans.  During the meeting concerns of the 
conflict again came up.

 June – the former treasurer again apologizes to the BOD and the 
former pastor for his ‘angry vocal response” at the March 2020 BOD 
meeting.

 June - Janet Schmidt asked to prepare a narrative of what has taken 
place to have a shared starting place to move forward.

 June – the BOD writes apology letters to previous administrator, the 
former treasurer and a church member (who had sent a concerned 
email in June 2021 that was never responded to).
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Impact

 This has had a huge impact on the former treasurer, the 
former pastor and I suspect the president during this time 
(who chose not to be involved in this process) as well as 
others who were most directly impacted.  

 Many of those closest to these people are also hurting and 
struggling.  

 The church as a whole is getting pulled into the situation.
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Recommendations

REFLECTIONS
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Small Groupings

 Rearrange yourself in groups of 5 (no more than 6 please)

 Make sure the groups are diverse in perspectives, life 
backgrounds, responsibilities in the congregation and time at 
the congregation.

 One person from the Handling Conflict Working Group or 
Member of the Board be part of each group

 Have someone (HCWG or BOD) record the highlights of the 
conversation.
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Discussion

Step 1: In your group do a quick round allowing everyone to 
respond to the following question:

“After hearing this summary of what has happened I am 
feeling….. because…..”.  Just provide one or two feeling words 
and a sentence or two explanation.

Step 2: Identify what you  heard that was new or different than 
you had previously understood.

Step 3: Identify any outstanding questions that you have about 
what happened that would help you and the community move 
forward (versus curiosity).
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Recommendations

NEXT STEPS
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Covenant of Right Relations

 Nurture a safe and welcoming community

 Honour each other’s inherent worth

 Assume good will on the part of each other

 Listen to each other with care

 Speak to and about each other with respect

 Be honest with each other

 Talk directly to each other even if differences exist

 Ask for help when conflict is too difficult to handle alone
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Observations

 In spite of a clear covenant there does not seem to be a 
shared understanding of behaviours that support the 
Covenant of Right Relations

 This conflict continues to divide the congregation and will 
continue to do so unless a path forward is found.

 There has been so much hurt, not only from those most 
directly involved but the people who are closest to them.

 Conflict is life…..  It will never leave you.  It is how you deal 
with it that counts.

 Open, caring, direct communication in 2019 and 2020 could 
have avoided what has happened here.  (With people taking 
responsibility for their part).
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Small Groupings

 Rearrange yourself in groups of 5

 Make sure the groups are diverse in perspectives, life 
backgrounds, responsibilities in the congregation and time at 
the congregation.

 One person from the Handling Conflict Working Group or 
Member of the Board be part of each group

 Record your answers on the flip chart
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Exercise Brainstorming

 As you reflect at where you are as a Congregation and this 
particular event, what do you think will bring healing and 
unity and respect for all back into the congregation.
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Next Steps

1. As you leave today walk around and review other groups’ 
ideas for next steps.

2. This information will be collated and given to the BOD and 
Handling Conflict Working Group.  It will also be available 
through the church members-only web page. Please be 
mindful that 

This page and the documents available for download contain 
potentially sensitive information intended specifically for members 
of the First Unitarian Universalist Church of Winnipeg. Please be 
mindful of this when downloading or sharing these documents. For 
example, do not download on a computer that does not belong to 

you, and do not email to other people who are not members.
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THANK YOU

Things to consider as every day next steps….

 Be positive and consider doing acts of kindness to the people 
you don’t entirely agree with.

 Choose to see the good in people, not just focusing on our 
imperfections.

 Do not spread negative things about others. Rather support 
those with grievances to address their concerns.

 Watch the Conflict Resolution Training videos to build your 
capacity to have honest and kind conversations.

janet@janetschmidt.ca
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Towards Understanding Our Conflict – Summary  
October 20, 2022 

On September 14, 2022, Janet Schmidt led an in-person workshop debriefing our 

two+ year conflict with a narrative of events she had reconstructed from 

documents and interviews, followed by questions and discussion. The workshop 

was repeated by Zoom on October 6. This page summarizes participants’ 

responses – feelings and recommendations for action. The summary is based on 

the following pages of transcription and compilation of flip charts and notes from 

the workshops. 

Feelings and reasons 

Attendees expressed a variety of feelings in response. There was 

 Sadness (and anger) at the continued escalation that hurt so many, 

including triggering past traumas, and personal and congregational failures 

to resolve it much sooner. Embarrassment that the conflict became known 

outside the congregation. 

 Deep sorrow at this human tragedy for 3 people in particular – the former 

Treasurer, the former Minister, and especially the former President – who 

were both actors and victims. We and they were unable to engage in 

constructive dialogue to clarify differences and misunderstandings. There 

are also long-standing deficits in oversight and accountability since before 

these events. 

 Concern that a laser focus on this conflict neglects the bigger picture and 

other issues with our congregation. 

 Relief at being better informed by hearing the full story from several 

perspectives and being able to process it and move on after pulling back 

from congregational life. 

 Frustrated that the aftermath got way out of control, that there still isn’t 

better clarification of what actually happened, that parts are still missing 

(e.g., the former President’s role and motivation), that there is still little 

resolution and that it is so late coming. Real issue: the former Treasurer was 

falsely accused. Where did this originate?  

 Indifference and acceptance. We screwed up, but time to move forward. 
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Recommended actions to move forward and heal 

 Address unmet needs. There continue to be gaps in and misunderstandings 

of the narrative for some. What shall we do about this if anything? What 

further outreach is needed, if any, for the primary actors/victims and 

secondary victims? Share this presentation with the congregation. 

Apologies? Forgiveness? (From whom, to whom, and for what?) 

 Address root causes. [E.g., false accusation of the former Treasurer, 

disrespectful and unkind communication within congregation, learn to 

reword criticisms to be kinder and less condescending and be more curious 

about others’ behaviour (“non-defensive communication”), failure to live 

our covenant, lack of understanding of leadership demands.]  [Would 

splitting the church solve anything?] 

 Address structural and process deficiencies. See SMT recommendations re 

organizational behavior (financial review, board oversight, etc.) and 

handling conflict (committee, training, policies, process, definition of and 

transparency about “out of covenant” behaviours). Personnel policies and 

performance review. Better accountability and checks and balances. Better 

communication and surveys and consultations with congregation. 

 Renew/enhance community-building and mission-following activities. 

Return to church building. Normal sharing and communal activities. Reach 

out to others to listen (phone calls). Acknowledge grief and loss and 

practice forgiveness and good will. Welcome to primary actors/victims. 

Discuss virtues in sermons and otherwise. Live into our mission – more 

outreach and building on talents; less negativity. Explore new Sunday 

Service possibilities. Practice kindness. Serve and attract young people to 

church. 
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Transcribed and compiled workshop notes 

Reflections 

Step 1: In your group do a quick round allowing everyone to respond to the 

following question: 

“After hearing this summary of what has happened I am feeling….. 

because…..”.  Just provide one or two feeling words and a sentence or two 

of explanation. 

    Feeling    Because 

sad So many small things escalated; many are hurt within 

congregation 

frustrated That it wasn’t a better clarification of what actually 

happened.  

Concerned about attribution of declines in donations 

and membership to this issue, which is only part of the 

problem. Need to understand broader context. We need 

to look at bigger picture/other issues. 

angry Struggled to live our values during this challenge 

indifferent Just want to get going – to get back on track 

frustrated Process got way out of control 

acceptance We screwed up, but time to move forward 

disappointed Little resolution and late 

disappointed Good account but parts missing 

disappointed Lack of context or clarity over the former President’s 

part. 
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deep sorrow Over lack of dialogue over misunderstanding between 

the former Minister and the former Treasurer 

pessimistic A lack of resolution today. the former President’s 

role/motivation not explained 

 Admin/oversight/accountability deficits over time 

Relieved  Finally, all heard the same story. Important & necessary 

– tired of innuendo 

More informed One narrative. Nice to hear other side and more 

information 

Sad Because they had feelings from a past trauma bring up 

dramatic pain. Are we going to survive this? 

Sad Lacked smarts or skills to do anything about the 

situation when it occurred. Failure not to sort it out, 

though it didn’t seem like a priority at the time. 

Human 

tragedy 

Devastated lives of 3 people, who were both victims and 

actors.  

Embarrassment That we as a community were unable to sort this out. 

The situation was circulating to people outside the 

church. 

Relief Had withdrawn from congregational life in part from 

not knowing what was going on. Now more sense of 

how to process and move forward.  

Surprised So much I didn’t know. Glad all aspects on the table of 

those willing to be interviewed, 
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Step 2: Identify what you heard that was new or different than you had 

previously understood. 

 Heard of “bully” charge and 2020 BoD meeting “blow up” but didn’t know the 

details. 

 New - that the former Treasurer and Minister were discussing the overages, 

but then out of control. 

 This meeting good for establishing the timeline and have the whole story laid 

out – facts vs. rumour. 

 Learned about longer timelines and interesting to see how it has transpired. 

 Shocked that the former Treasurer’s apology was not accepted by BoD 

President. [Source? Not true. (PM)] 

 Overspending by two main staff and not brought to congregational attention. 

 Not sharing overage with Board 

 Letter calling for investigation of Board’s actions against former Treasurer. 

 Details of initial meeting and of former Treasurer’s Report. 

 That the former Minister hadn’t read report [i.e., the former Treasurer’s 

Report?] and the former Treasurer didn’t know of the former Minister’s edits. 

 the former President has agreed not to participate.   •  the former President 

was the “accuser.”   •  Why the former President excluded the former 

Treasurer. 

 Learned about the former President’s role that seemed to set everything 

sideways. [But note gap in understanding conversations and roles of former 

Minister and Board in influencing the former President.] 

 No face-to-face encounters. 

 Big chunk missing – the former Treasurer received new info just 2 days ago. 

 Zoom and the former Minister working overtime – 42 days of overtime. 

 Learned about similar overspending by former DLFD. 

 Learned that the treasurer before the former Treasurer had also warned of 

overspending. 

 Learned that the former Minister had been composing comments during the 

Board meeting. 

 Corporate credit cards good for employees not to spend own funds, but CC 

became an issue because of lag between purchase and bill payment. 

 How easy it is for miscommunication to happen. 
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Step 3: Identify any outstanding questions that you have about what 

happened 

 How are we reaching out to the former President (one of primary victims)?   •   

Where is the former President? How can we fix this hurt? 

 Healing will happen easier if we are back in the building – seeing each other, 

talking, etc. 

 Leave periods for former Minister (explain sabbatical + study leave + 

vacation). 

 Why was clause requiring one year’s service post-sabbatical waived? [Because 

it would have been dysfunctional for both former Minister and congregation 

to have forced service.] 

 Former Minister did not give BoD a decision to stay or leave and sat on the 

fence. In the end they resigned. 

 Performance review process absent.   •   Systemic problems impacted 

everything. 

 Didn’t address underlying root causes. 

 How can we close the gaps in the budget/actual view so these issues are 

flagged and addressed? 

 Has the Board closed the gap – to carry over/under expenditures across 

budget years? 

 How does communication about money happen? 

 Real issue: the former Treasurer was falsely accused of bullying former 

Administrator. Where did this originate? the former President? 

 Are these whole-Board decisions? • Was the former President’s letter written 

independently or with the Board’s support? 

 Why was no action taken by the BoD when church members were being 

bullied and disrespected? 

 Why was Credit Card process identified only in 2020 and not earlier? 

 Why is the former President not participating in today’s event? 

 Why is ‘the Conflict’ being defined as only between the former Minister and 

the former Treasurer? 

 How was that allowed to happen? (August 2020) 

 This was profoundly hurtful to the former Treasurer. 

 Perception of young adults and older adults being at odds - how can we 

address this, and bridge this divide? How much is this perception influencing 

us as a group? How do we get back to respect? Across generations, traditions. 
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 Dynamics at the March 2020 Board meeting. Changes to former Treasurer’s 

report and that they were not allowed to speak. 

 Nothing radically new. Reinforced how badly the former Minister acted. 

Thoroughly disappointed. 

 Number of opportunities to settle it - repetitive failures. 

 But given the actors, would it have been resolved? Perhaps the former Minister 

would have been gone sooner. 

 Lots of new info and putting it together. Our principles were not acted on 

throughout. Thoroughly disappointing. How do I hold both myself and my 

community accountable to covenant and principles? This is damaging. People 

won’t donate. 

 Confusion about “Executive session.” 2 meanings - a meeting of the Board 

Executive or an in-camera session of the Board. (It was the latter.) In any case, 

what was the discussion that led to the former President’s email? 

 Board led too much secrecy.  We’re not dealing with the truth yet; just the flow 

of events., 

 Big hole – the genesis of the accusation against the former Treasurer. We’ve 

got all we’re going to get because some will not fill in the gaps. 

 We don’t manage anger and conflict well. 

 Screw apologies! Anger and yelling are OK if that’s how people feel. Don’t 

make people apologize. Grow up. We want to be pretty all the time – not real. 

 Another view – we should apologize for unintended damage from the heat of 

the moment, but not for well-considered statement of views. 

 SMT report should have had key docs in an appendix and taken them into 

account in the discussion. 

 No benefit in assigning blame. 

 Are declines in attendance a function of bullying? Didn’t they begin before 

these events? 
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Next Steps 

As you reflect at where you are as a Congregation and this particular event, 

what do you think will bring healing and unity and respect for all back into 

the congregation. 

 Transparency.   •   Be transparent about behaviours that are “out of covenant”. 

 Hang out; Eat and Drink; Sharing; Back to normalcy – divert attention to 

worthwhile endeavours. 

 Ready for non-mask normalcy. 

 Covid has interrupted us [hurt us] – avoided face to face. 

 Reaching out to others, e.g., the former Treasurer. 

 Acknowledge grief and loss. 

 People involved are not here (or part of the process). 

 Covenant repercussions – forgiveness and good will. 

 Share this presentation with the congregation. 

 More understanding of leadership demands. 

 Kinder communication – especially this evening. 

 Have full accessibility to our church for people who cannot be or choose not 

to be here in person. 

 All congregants should watch Handling Conflict videos. 

 Increase our social justice outreach. 

 Outreach to primary and secondary victims to ensure they know they are 

welcome. 

 Reach out to the former Minister and the former President to see if they feel 

anything should be addressed. 

 Issue apologies to the former Minister and the former President, as these have 

not been addressed. 

 Policy so that apologies are not one-sided. 

 An apology from the former President for putting things off the rails? 

 Split the church. 

 Checks and balances needed. 

 Church problems have been long-standing. E.g., Asking questions negatively, 

implying “You are stupid, and I know better.” Instead need to learn curiosity 

and take an interest in others.  

 Ask people to reword their criticisms. 

 Discuss virtues – sermons and otherwise. 
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 We are all volunteers – treat with kindness and generosity, not tone of 

condescension. This highlighted the worst of us. 

 Congregation needs direction, purpose. How do we live into our purpose? I 

feel I am just surviving.  

 Yet we spent the last 2.5 years developing mission and mission into action (40 

or 50 at a time). More people need to be onboard with this kind of planning. 

 Need to live our covenant. Choose to see the good in people. 

 But Share the Plate is a positive example. 

 Former Minister was incompetent but supported because she was welcoming 

to some (but not to others). 

 We were not the right fit. Some sermons worked, others not. Different 

responses from different folks. 

 We need a member’s previously offered course in non-defensive 

communication. 

 Absentees from today’s session should have access to the session. 

 More community events – potlucks, coffee house, etc. 

 Common and shared understanding of the Covenant. 

 Communication – use all media outlets. 

 Speak to and about others with respect.   •   Not happening tonight: “Get it 

right for fuck’s sake.” This person still hurting for their partner. How do they 

heal? 

 Buying into the church Mission. 

 More interaction among and between members, i.e., phone calls, survey, 

picnic. 

 the former Treasurer joining Properties Committee. 

 Culture of transparency as antidote to gossip. 

 More sermons inspiring our talents rather than highlighting negatives. 

 Acknowledging and addressing needs in our wider community as well as our 

church community. 

 Getting involved again with the church community – connections. An organic 

process, hopefully. 

 Revive Covenant/Chalice groups. 

 Know the church will stay. More respect for each other. Respectful interactions. 

 Board of Directors (all of them) not to make decisions without congregation - 

Especially around hiring; More congregational input/transparency; When 

something is brewing [?]; Big expenditure [meaning? PM] 
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 Few people want to do the work. What should be brought back to the 

congregation? 

 Lack of clarity from the Board – varieties of communication, e.g., emails, in 

worship. Repetitively. 

 No bullying accepted. 

 Structure (group of people) in place where people can speak up if they feel 

disrespected or bullied Instead of airing things in meetings. 

 Move forward and have fun. More stuff with family. Music, Art, family nights. 

Jazz night. Other events. 

 Focusing on higher needs (Maslow hierarchy of needs). This is what we need 

to stay open, This [workshop?] 

 Temperature check: current status of leadership (members of board), 

membership, finances, state of building (to prevent further worrying) 

 Find something bigger than our current issue and current differences that will 

pull us all together. 

 Approach people who have withdrawn funding, membership, presence, and 

ask what they need. What bridge would help them come back into 

community. 

 Some method for folks to be able to say what annoys them, in order to get 

back onboard. 

 Attending, becoming engaged. Getting back to being a congregation meeting 

face-to-face. Repeating covenant can be a way to ground us.  

 Continuing the Handling Conflict groups to help process this rift/hurt. 

 Reaching out to others/individuals to listen. Phone calls. 

 Run a survey like those that are done during a ministerial search, but shorter, 

to find out what kind of things people might sign up for. Cakes for the Queen 

of Heaven is an example of something that caught one person’s interest.  

 Covid a big factor. Construct smaller groups meeting in homes to socialize and 

contribute to the church. Doesn’t require any tech. 

 Letter exchanges. Pen pals. Intergenerational secret correspondents. Or 

assume identity of historical UU to whom kids write. 

 Zoom has advantages for those trapped at home or with home obligations. 

 Not enough communication. Who is on the Board? Who is the President? 

Communication basics -messages need to be repeated in multiple places. All-

church email, web, etc. 

 Profiles of members in each weekly email. 
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 In hybrid service, video view is of backs of heads. Get a front view. 

 Pastoral care. Joys and concerns. Keep informed of one another’s lives.  

 Suggestion for understanding those who differ – Take their stance and write to 

convince others of their point of view. Then check it out to see if you have 

understood their point of view and rationale. 

 Note different preferences for interpersonal communication. We may get to 

know people better on Zoom than in person. Especially younger folks prefer 

that. We need guidance and intention to break down barriers. 

 Be careful of inflammatory language that exaggerates. E.g., bullying – one 

negative interaction isn’t bullying. 

 If you feel someone is acting badly, you have a responsibility to speak to them. 

 How will people live into Covenant of Right Relations? It won’t happen by 

magical thinking. “Let it be so because we make it so” (former Minister). 

 Sunday services is feeling overwhelmed – ask people to take a Sunday Service 

and do a sermon. 

 Some find services boring and too regimented (same script). Recruit different 

people and give free rein to offer something different, e.g., morning of 

classical music performed by congregants, especially young people. 

 Work diligently to attract young people to our church. 

 Most important – treat each other with kindness. 
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